This research paper is a comprehensive report on experimental setup, data collection methods, implementation and result analyses of market segmentation and forecasting using neural network based artificial intelligence tools. The main focus of the paper is on visual data mining applications for enhancing business decisions. The software based system is implemented as a fully automated and intelligent enough to take into effect of each sales transaction. It updates and instantly modifies forecasting statistics by receiving input sales data directly from sales counter through networked connectivity. The connectivity may be wired or wireless. Three artificial intelligence tools, namely decision tree, ensemble classifier and Self Organizing Maps (SOM) are used for data processing and data analysis. The visual data mining concept is implemented by presenting results in the form of visual interpretation in as simple as possible way to understand very complex statistics. The current research results are mapped to interactive visualization by using multilevel pie charts, multi bar charts, histograms, scatter plots, tree maps and dataflow diagrams. The different visualization techniques help in understanding different levels of information hidden in very large data sets. The results analysis show that decision tree has classified data correctly up to a 86.0 %, ensemble techniques produced an average of 88.0 % and the predictions using SOM has accuracy of 90.0 %. The survey carried out after implementation and use of the system shows that the system is very easy to understand and can be interpreted quickly with minimum efforts.
INTRODUCTION
The classification is very important step in intelligent systems such as market forecasting, language processing, data mining, interpretation of useful information etc. [1] . Classification is also an integral part of machine learning such as support vector machine and self organizing maps [2] . Due to sudden and exponential development of information technology in recent times has created easy and quick ways to collect huge data of any quantum. This has definitely made much more comfort for researchers to collect data. There has been tendency to have huge data collection for any experimental analysis to conclude more confidently. On the one hand the information technology has contributed much for automation on data collection and on the other hand it has posed a big challenge that how to interpret such a huge data meaningfully [3] . There can be very small but useful information or knowledge hidden in such a vast pool of data. Extractions of useful knowledge from huge data sets need different techniques and strategies. These techniques are desired to be faster, more accurate and above all very intelligent. Representation of useful information extracted from massive data may be done in many ways but one such technique called visualization has become very popular due to its instantaneous interpretational characteristics [4] .
The visualization bridges the user to important information by mental interfacing. The user can understand quite complex statistics very easily by just looking at some of the visuals such as graphs, figures, maps and tables. It is very critical to present visuals in such a way that it interprets information in a most comprehensive manner. This is not quite simple and need many computational steps before a meaningful visual is created. Any good visual will aid human understanding power and thus create an opportunity to use the knowledge for optimization of business solutions such as market segmentation and forecasting [5] . The visualization also helps in acquiring knowledge more comprehensively and most important, very quickly [6] . It conveys information in very concise and portable format for different levels of details.
Visualization involves mapping of the data into some types of drawing or graphical objects. The accuracy in mapping is most important and critical to maintain originality of the information created by intelligent models. The relevant and precisely required data must be chosen for visual objects so that redundant data is eliminated. Choosing methods of visual objects to fit the available space and time constraints is equally very important. Interaction oriented visual objects provide additional flexibility to user to modify visualization easily so that user may explore 'if then…' possibility and related outcomes of that effect. This flexibility is itself a prediction under constraints and conditions, which is very important for business exploration. Visualization is quite often very helpful in designing models for practical solutions of complex problems [7] .
There are many categories of visualization methods [3] . There are two visualization methods which are within the scope of this research. These are data visualization and information visualization. The former involves in presenting data by schematic or diagrammatic forms such as charts, histograms, tables and scatter plots. The latter involves presentation of information by graphical objects so that it interprets information, provides matching solutions, helps in identification of patterns available in data, indicates changes and the direction of changes in massive data pools and finally enhances cognitive perception.
This research is aimed at finding business solutions for forecasting and market segmentations by using neural networks and then representing data processing along with result analyses in visualization form. Furthermore, it emphasizes to present information to user for several levels of details such as simple knowledge to strategic and analytical descriptions [7] .
Data mining is normally used for market segmentations and forecasting of sales projections. Data mining is software based intelligent technique used to collect customer information for Customer Relationship Management (CRM) in many business organizations. [8] . Management skills can be enhanced by data mining techniques for statistical prediction models greatly. Data mining theory has been used for customer segmentation in retail industries to improve business strategies [9] . It is very important for business organizations to continuously add on new customers. Information technology and data mining based methods are useful for forecasting [10] . Data mining is used for knowledge classification and searching relevant and useful information from collected data. This improves information management process.
Data mining techniques can determine customer information by analyzing sales data [11] . This can be done quickly. The business predictions require quite often the future for long term planning and forecasting [12] . Many individual prediction models have shown little success whereas data mining techniques are more accurate in forecasting customer lifetime value [12] . The recent research works indicate that data mining along with 3-dimensional data visualization is very helpful in quick decisions and understanding of complex business issues easily. The 3-dimensional visualization is used to slice, rotate and zoom in the data projections to obtain minute details by visual models and objects. Business management can be represented by customer knowledge management [13] . The dynamic customer behavior can be modeled with the help of customer sales data [14] . CRM improves business environment by predicting customer's behavior [15] . The successful business enterprises have past records of customer preferences by keeping their up to date knowledge [16] . For promoting business, it requires modern information technology based tools. The integrated models of data mining and visualization techniques are more powerful and intelligent enough to predict better. Adaptive models are more suitable for complex and dynamic business. Visualization of information can be used as joint strategy of sales and marketing which requires understanding the customers' behavior in contrasting situations [17] .
IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENT MODELS
These are basically neural network based techniques which are implemented by software programming and hardware circuits by mimicking human brain in general and neurons in particular for learning process. Neural network models work much similar to neurons and neuro-transmitters in human brain. The decision making process of artificial neural networks is based on past knowledge and current conditions of rule based functions. There are many types of neural networks and techniques used for different intelligent applications. This research has been focused on three main tools of artificial intelligence. These tools are briefly described in the following sub headings.
Decision Tree Model
Decision tree is based on a tree-like graphical and hierarchical structure for taking decisions along subsequent series paths. There can be number of parameters which may be considered for decision making such as cost or length. In multi branching tree, a decision may be taken based on the cost value of node's branches [16] . Decision tree is suitable for selecting independent variables. It identifies categories or intervals which are widely different. It allows selecting additional variables by inserting additional branch if there is large difference among variables already chosen. One of the most important feature of decision tree is to find out some of the relationships in data sets, which otherwise may not be explicit in nature. The other use of decision tree is, sometimes, to correctly fit missing data.
The basic classification task is illustrated by Figure 1 . The training data is used to train the model using supervised or unsupervised learning styles according to the algorithms chosen for training. The algorithm describes sequence and step by step procedure to accomplish training of the model. Target values remind model whether it is correctly producing outputs, thus target value acts as a supervisor. A learnt model is now ready to be tested on another set of data with some of the features to be determined. In current example, as shown in Figure 1 , the training data has class a mentioned but test data has to be assigned a class by trained model by perdition. Thus the classification model, after training, predicts class of the data during test phase.
Based on the classification model as described in Figure 1 above, a decision tree is constructed. The decision tree explains how decision is taken for classifying or indicating the category of the problem under investigation. Figure 2 illustrated decision tree process. Training data has features which are determined by using data preprocessing techniques and feature selection criteria. A class called potential customer is determined by decision model based on the attributes present in data sets. The attributes are indicated in Table 1 as shown below. The decision tree is split into attributes such as electricity bill in continuous range, absence or presence of insurance and house loan etc. Based on trained model, the test model has to predict the class. The class in this case is to classify the customer as a potential customer or non-potential customer.
The classification is done based on the attributes' values and yet in other cases simply by presence or absence of the attributes. The model developed is representative of few sample attributes selected as shown in Figure 2 . The actual research has taken into account large number of attributes and large data samples. Nearly half of the data sets are used for training purpose and remaining half data sets are used for testing of the model. 
Ensemble Model
These are various learning algorithms that are used for training of neural network models. Such trained neural network models are used for classification of data sets by taking a vote of classification from each of the individual algorithms [18] . Bayesian averaging is such an example of ensemble model. The scope of this research is limited to only bagging algorithm for ensemble model implementation. Sometimes it is not possible to have many data sample collections. Also it is not always wise to assume certain data distributions. Bagging can be useful under such conditions as it produces multiple input data sets by replicating and then making different combinational training sets by bootstrapping. The bootstrapping is performed by randomly selecting a relatively smaller set of data from large aggregates of data and then classification is done. In next step some of the data sets are replaced from aggregate data sets to make a new set of training data set. Some of the data sets may be repeated.
Bagging is a learning algorithm wherein multiple predictions are generated and subsequently aggregated by averaging. The multiple predictions are produced by bootstrap replicates of learning data sets. The replicates are, then used for new learning sets [19] . If a small noisy disturbance in neural learning causes large deviations in predictions, then bagging can improve prediction accuracy significantly. The term bagging is derived as an acronym of bootstrap aggregating. The execution steps of bagging algorithm can be summarized as given in Table 2 . Ensemble model is normally more accurate than any of the individual classifier of the same ensemble. One of the big challenges in supervised learning of neural networks is local optimal solution. Once an algorithm is struck at local optimal value, it repeats and may not converge forever in trying to explore global optimal solution. Ensemble may be used to start learning from many local points to provide better approximation of the solution. Table 3 shows that how some of the original data sets are replicated and replaced to form subsequent 3 sets of new data for training neural networks. Alternatively, new data sets can also be formed by keeping smaller number of data points in each data set and randomly selecting data from original data. In an ensemble individual decision from each of the classifiers is combined with or without weighted voting for classifying new data sets. Supervised learning quite often uses ensembles for classification. This experimental work is focused on market segmentation and forecasting solutions for sales data. A number of attributes and variables are chosen and then bagging principles are applied to predict the sales projections over a period of time. Table 4 shows the sample results of ensemble technique of bagging. The experimental data sets are collected online by automated software based model. Almost 50 % of the data sets are used for training and then remaining data sets are used to test the model. As shown in Table 4 , ensemble technique identified classes in the data sets correctly. Replication and replacements are made for generating new test training data.
Self Organizing Map Model
These maps are neural networks based on the unsupervised learning process. One such example is competitive learning in which output neurons compete with each other for output. Only one neuron gets activated at a time and is called winner neuron. Normally lateral connections are provided for negative feedback which acts as inhibition connection. In this process of competitive and unsupervised learning, neurons get organized by themselves. Thus, the name self organizing maps (SOM) have come in. These maps are based on the principles of neuroscience that spatial location of an output neuron corresponds to a feature present at input space. The main working principle of SOM is to transform input patterns by mapping at output at fewer discrete dimensions than the input dimensions [20] . In fact SOM reduces dimensional size greatly. The neurons become organized to various input patterns by way of competitive learning. SOM makes topographic maps for input patterns. These maps are nonlinear in nature.
For this research, a particular type of SOM called Kohonen Network is used for forecasting and market segmentation problem. These networks have feed forward structure and an output layer of neurons called computational layer. Each neuron in output computational layer is fully connected to input layer.
The discriminant function is square of Euclidian distance between the input vector and the weight vector for each neuron. Thus the neuron whose weight vector is closely matched with input vector is declared winner. Similarly, all other neurons of output layer are mapped to the neurons of input layer. The winner neuron is also called firing neuron. If a neuron fires, the neighboring neurons get excited laterally but the excitation is limited to within small neighborhood. In each epoch learning weight matrix is updated in such a way that winning neuron and its neighboring neurons' weight vectors move towards input vector.
The training of SOM can be explained as initially output neurons are mapped to some randomly selected data points of input space in its first epoch. During next epoch, weight matrix is updated in such a way that weight vector of winning Figure 4 . It shows input-output mapping for computational layer. Each of the output is mapped back at the source input. The central neuron with maroon color is depicted as winner neuron. Immediate neighboring neurons of winner neuron are excited slightly only in output space as indicated by color codes.
The experimentation of the applying SOM for the classification of the customers into different classes is shown in Table 6 . Data collection is done directly from sales counters for SOM analysis. A total of 6 data sets, each consisting of 240 to 370 data points are compiled. Nearly half of the data points are used to train SOM nets and remaining half of the data points are used to test the model developed to validate the effectiveness and accuracy of the model. The numbers of variables are chosen according to the data sets and desired analysis to be carried out. Variables such as age, education, life style preferences, income range, recreational interests, use of modern electronic gadgets etc. are chosen in such a way that these variables likely to make an effect on customers' behavior for marketing and forecasting. Some of the variables may not be useful in some of the analyses, thus it can be seen in Table 6 that number of variables are different for each data set. For example, 3 rd data set, which has 240 data points collected and 13 variables chosen, SOM has found 3 classes namely potential, average and non potential customers. Similarly for 4 th data set with 370 data points collected and 14 variables chosen, SOM has observed 5 classes, namely highly potential, potential, average, non potential and insignificant customers. This classification gives quite good insight about customer's behavior for sales projections and forecasting.
The geographical location was also very important for planning new supply stores. The SOM analysis also predicted location wise statistics to find out scattering density of the customers in each of the classes mentioned above. This can help in planning of expansion of business in certain locality. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The overall result analysis for market data are summarized in Table 7 . The experimental data sets consists of 15 broad categories of market items for which it is planned to do customer classification and segmentation for sales predictions. Number of data points and number of attributes are chosen depending upon size of business volumes and applicable variables for the broader category-wise groups. The attributes are chosen such as age, gender, educational level, life style preferences, critical requirements, alternative choice and so on. The attributes vary in number from one category of items to another due to characteristics matching with chosen attributes. For example critical requirement may not of computing facilities and information technology. The system, however, learns from its own records of sales and updates its knowledge. Thus the proposed system is self evolving and has capability to learn from experience. Actual classification is on an average is 89.0 % which is quite close to the classification rate of neural network models proposed and implemented.
The main focus of this research is emphasized on visualization for quick and easy understanding. The results of Table 7 are illustrated by visuals in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . These visual aids give quick view that which of the three models has classified at what level of accuracy. For given classification current case, bar charts and scatter plots suit more aptly. Accordingly Figure 5 and Figure 6 use the concepts of bar charts and scatter plots respectively. After research results employed for actual practice at sales counters, a survey is carried out to find the ease and effectiveness of the models implemented. Survey reports says 100 % ease of use and 98% feels that it helps in more than one way at many decision making points. The users feel that continuous use of proposed models will probably make system more acquaint and users become more dependent on the aid provided by models as practice continues. In any way the paradigm shift will take place and such models will become necessity for carrying out day to day business.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has focused on proposing intelligent models for market classification of customers into suitable classes in order to enhance business decision making process. The models are validated with rigorous experimental training and then subsequently tested for effectiveness. Three models of decision tree, ensemble model and SOM model are applied and tested for customer classification. Results are quite encouraging. Classifications by models quite closely match with that of statistical results. The models are put in practice in real time business analysis and again validated for accuracy and effectiveness.
The future work will involve more intelligent tools such as fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms for making models further more accurate and reliable. More application areas of health monitoring and field management may be included for testing and validating models. The scope of the research appears quite wide and multi-application oriented.
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